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Abstract. The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) on board the Na-7

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Aqua satellite is continuously8

measuring mid infrared nadir and sub-limb radiance spectra since summer9

2002. These measurements are utilized to retrieve three-dimensional strato-10

spheric temperature distributions by applying a new fast forward model for11

AIRS and an accompanying optimal estimation retrieval processor. The re-12

trieval scheme presented in this paper does not require simultaneous obser-13

vations of microwave instruments like the AIRS operational analyses. Instead,14

independent retrievals are carried out at the full horizontal sampling capac-15

ity of the instrument. Horizontal resolution is enhanced by a factor 3 in along-16

and across-track directions compared with the AIRS operational data. The17

total retrieval error of the individual temperature measurements is 1.6 to 3.0K18

in the altitude range 20 to 60 km. Retrieval noise is 1.4 to 2.1K in the same19

vertical range. Contribution of a priori information to the retrieval results20

are less than 1 to 2% and the vertical resolution of the observations is about21

7 to 15 km. The temperature measurements are successfully compared with22

ECMWF operational analyses and AIRS operational Level-2 data. The new23

temperature data set is well suited for studies of stratospheric gravity waves.24

We present AIRS observations of small-scale gravity waves induced by deep25

convection near Darwin, Australia in January 2003. A strong mountain wave26

event over the Andes in June 2005 is analyzed in detail. Temperature per-27

turbations derived from the new data set are compared with results from the28

AIRS operational Level-2 data and coincident measurements of the High Res-29
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olution Dynamics Limb Sounder (HIRDLS). Data from the new new full-resolution30

retrieval are far more suitable for gravity wave studies than results from the31

AIRS operational analysis.32
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric waves transport momentum from lower to higher altitudes and have impor-33

tant effects on the general circulation. Small-scale waves called gravity waves (or buoyancy34

waves) are generally unresolved or poorly resolved in most global models, yet they are35

known to have profound effects on the circulation, temperature structure, and chemistry36

of the middle atmosphere [Lindzen, 1973; Fritts and Alexander , 2003; Eyring et al., 2007].37

Despite their small-scale and tendency to occur in localized wave packets, their collective38

effects are global in scale. With the advent of high-resolution temperature measurements39

from space researchers began to characterize the properties of gravity waves globally [e. g.40

Fetzer and Gille, 1994; Wu and Waters, 1996; Eckermann and Preusse, 1999; Tsuda et al.,41

2000; Preusse et al., 2000; Wu, 2004; Wu et al., 2006; Preusse et al., 2008].42

Satellite observations determine the temperature amplitudes or temperature variance43

associated with atmospheric gravity waves. The properties needed to characterize the44

gravity wave effects on the circulation are the wave pseudomomentum flux and the prop-45

agation properties of the waves. If these can be determined in the lower stratosphere,46

then the eventual effects of the waves on the circulation of the middle atmosphere can47

be estimated. The satellite observations of wave temperature amplitude do not generally48

include sufficient information about the waves to determine their propagation and pseu-49

domomentum flux, because in addition to temperature amplitude, the wave horizontal50

and vertical wavelengths must be locally determined along with the wave propagation di-51

rections. All of the needed wave properties have been determined in some case studies of52

mountain waves observed from space [Eckermann and Preusse, 1999; Preusse et al., 2002;53
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Alexander and Teitelbaum, 2007; Eckermann et al., 2007]. Global estimates of wave pseu-54

domomentum flux have been made using satellite observations [Ern et al., 2004, 2006;55

Alexander et al., 2008], however these had large uncertainties because the propagation56

directions of the waves could not be determined.57

Measurements from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) [Aumann et al., 2003] on58

the Aqua satellite [Parkinson, 2003] provide high-resolution swaths that allow imaging of59

horizontal wavelengths and propagation directions for gravity wave packets in the strato-60

sphere from radiance measurements in CO2 emission channels [Alexander and Barnet ,61

2007]. Wave vertical wavelengths and temperature amplitudes of the waves can be de-62

termined from the AIRS retrieved temperatures, however the AIRS operational retrievals63

(Level-2 data) degrade the native resolution of the radiance measurements by factors of64

3 × 3 (along-track × cross-track) in order to perform cloud-clearing and extend the re-65

trievals into the troposphere [Barnet et al., 2003; Susskind et al., 2003; Cho and Staelin,66

2006]. This resolution degradation eliminates many of the gravity waves observed in the67

stratospheric radiances.68

In the present paper, we describe a stratosphere-only retrieval of atmospheric temper-69

ature at the full native resolution of the AIRS radiance measurements and examine some70

case studies of stratospheric gravity wave events. The retrieval uses information mea-71

sured by the AIRS instrument only, unlike the operational Level-2 retrieval which also72

requires AMSU (Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit) measurements. We compare the73

full-resolution retrievals to the Level-2 temperature data, and we validate the wave struc-74

tures via comparison to measurements from the High Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder75

(HIRDLS) [Gille et al., 2003, 2007] instrument on the Aura satellite. Both HIRDLS-76
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Aura and AIRS-Aqua fly in the A-Train satellite constellation [Schoeberl et al., 2004], so77

HIRDLS and AIRS observe the same wave events with less than 100 minute time differ-78

ence. To ensure minimum changes in the wave field in this time, we examine stationary79

mountain wave events for the validation.80

2. The AIRS Operational Data Products

The AIRS instrument provides nearly continuous measurement coverage since May 2002.81

In this paper we restrict ourselves to measurements where consolidated Level-1B and82

Level-2 data products are available from NASA (processing software version 5.x). The83

aim of the NASA operational Level-1B data processing is to convert instrument raw84

data to calibrated radiance spectra and corresponding geolocation data [Aumann et al.,85

2000]. The Level-2 processing aims on retrieval of atmospheric parameters from the AIRS86

radiance measurements. Details are described by Goldberg et al. [2003], Rosenkranz [2003],87

Susskind et al. [2003, 2006], and Strow et al. [2003, 2006]. Comprehensive pre-flight and88

permanent in-flight calibrations were carried out to guarantee a high quality AIRS Level-89

1B data product [Pagano et al., 2003; Aumann et al., 2006; Nalli et al., 2006; Tobin et al.,90

2006a; Walden et al., 2006]. The AIRS atmospheric data products have been validated by91

comparison with independent measurements obtained by other remote-sensing and in-situ92

experiments [e. g. Fetzer et al., 2003; Divakarla et al., 2006; Tobin et al., 2006b]. For an93

overview of validation activities see Fetzer [2006] and references therein. Our analysis94

uses both Level-1B and Level-2 data as input.95
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3. Forward Modelling for the AIRS Instrument

3.1. A fast forward model for AIRS

Due to the large amount of data, a fast forward model is essential to comprehensively96

analyze AIRS radiance measurements. The forward model combines a radiative transfer97

code, which requires most of the computational time, with a specific instrument model.98

Within the retrieval process the forward model is iteratively called to simulate the mea-99

surements AIRS would make for a given atmospheric state. The true atmospheric state is100

determined when simulated observations and real measurements are in agreement. For the101

temperature retrievals presented here we adapted the Juelich Rapid Spectral Simulation102

Code (JURASSIC) [Hoffmann, 2006] for forward modelling.103

In this study the radiative transfer model does not have to simulate scattering of solar104

or atmospheric radiance at the ground or at the top of clouds because we only include105

AIRS channels for which the radiance entirely originates in the stratosphere. For ray106

paths in clear air, scattering can be neglected due to the small infrared scattering cross-107

sections. JURASSIC computations are based on the assumption of local thermodynamic108

equilibrium (LTE). This limits the analysis of day-time measurements to the AIRS 15109

micron temperature channels since non-LTE effects caused by solar excitation of CO2110

molecules are present in the 4 micron temperature channels [de Souza-Machado et al.,111

2006; Strow et al., 2006]. For night-time measurements non-LTE effects have not been112

observed in AIRS data and all stratospheric channels can be utilized for the retrievals.113

The JURASSIC forward model provides a flexible handling of different types of observa-114

tion geometries (e. g. nadir, sub-limb, limb, or zenith) and different types of atmospheric115

input data (e. g. single vertical profiles, set of profiles along a satellite track, and regular116
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or irregular 3D model data). This is achieved by providing several interpolation functions117

for atmospheric data as well as a flexible ray-tracing routine [Hase and Höpfner , 1999]118

which determines the atmospheric ray paths iteratively, based on a given observer position119

and an initial tangent vector. Ray-tracing takes into account refraction, i. e. the bending120

of ray paths towards the Earth due to increasing atmospheric density and refractivity at121

lower altitudes. JURASSIC was previously used to model limb-observation geometries122

[e. g. Hoffmann, 2006; Hoffmann et al., 2008], but is now also adapted to the specific123

requirements of the AIRS measurement geometry.124

JURASSIC computes the radiative transfer based on the emissivity growth approxima-125

tion (EGA) [Weinreb and Neuendorffer , 1973; Gordley and Russel , 1981; Marshall et al.,126

1994; Francis et al., 2006]. A large reduction of CPU-time is achieved, since the radiative127

transfer is not computed based on the conventional line-by-line approach, but by operat-128

ing on spectral mean values of emissivity, Planck function, and radiance. Spectral mean129

emissivities are obtained by fast interpolation from pre-computed look-up-tables. The130

emissivity look-up-tables are derived from exact line-by-line calculations, utilizing the Ref-131

erence Forward Model (RFM) [Dudhia, 2004]. To further improve model accuracy a linear132

regression scheme is applied which uses the EGA radiances as well as channel-dependent133

radiometric offsets as error predictors. The regression coefficients are obtained by least-134

square fitting a linear model to the radiance residuals between uncorrected JURASSIC135

calculations and line-by-line reference model output.136

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the results of JURASSIC forward model simulations for137

the 4 micron and 15 micron temperature channels of AIRS. The simulations include only138

AIRS channels where radiance emissions of carbon dioxide dominate, and contributions of139
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interfering species or aerosols can be neglected in comparison with noise. Computations140

are carried out for pressure and temperature data for four different atmospheric conditions141

[Remedios et al., 2007]. The CO2 volume mixing ratio is set to 370 ppm. The upper142

boundary of the atmosphere is set to 90 km. The forward model simulations show highest143

radiances in the polar summer atmosphere, followed by mid latitudes and tropics, and144

lowest radiances in the polar winter atmosphere. Due to increased sensitivity of the145

Planck function to temperature changes at decreasing wavelength [e. g. Dudhia, 2003],146

the radiance varies with the atmospheric conditions by a factor 1.7 to 2.3 in the 15 micron147

channels and by a factor 6 to 15 in the 4 micron channels. Temperature may be more148

accurately retrieved at shorter wavelengths in general.149

3.2. Reference model comparison

The most important parameter for the accuracy and performance of JURASSIC is the150

ray-tracing step size. The larger the step size the faster the computations are carried out.151

Over a wide range of step sizes ∆s the CPU-time t follows t ∼ 1/∆s, i. e. doubling the step152

size leads to half the CPU-time etc. However, the maximum step size is limited because153

the atmospheric inhomogeneity along the ray paths needs to be sampled sufficiently. We154

find that for most atmospheric conditions the forward model errors remain below 0.2%155

for 0.5 km step size and are then negligible compared with AIRS noise. The CPU-time for156

the AIRS forward calculations is about a factor 1000 faster than line-by-line computations157

with the reference model in this case.158

The approximations used to accelerate the radiative transfer calculations deteriorate the159

model accuracy. These errors remain small if the spectral variations of the derivative of160

transmittance along the path are uncorrelated with that of the Planck function [Rodgers ,161
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2000]. The actual forward model errors need to be quantified by comparison with line-by-162

line reference calculations. For pure EGA calculations the model errors are on the order163

of the AIRS noise (Fig. 2a and 2b). Larger EGA errors are observed in some 4 micron164

channels in the polar summer atmosphere where radiance intensities are highest. The165

mean relative errors are -0.3 to 1.4% in the 15 micron channels and -2.0 to 1.8% in the 4166

micron channels. These values correspond with results of Gordley and Russel [1981] and167

Marshall et al. [1994] who studied the accuracy of the EGA for a wide set of applications.168

A common approach to improve the accuracy of radiative transfer models based on the169

EGA is to average radiances or transmittances derived by the EGA with results obtained170

by the Curtis-Godson approximation (CGA) [e. g. Marshall et al., 1994; Francis et al.,171

2006]. The errors of the two methods are often in the same order, but of opposite sign,172

i. e. an average EGA/CGA solution provides better accuracy. However, for the AIRS ap-173

plication only minor improvements were found with this approach. A disadvantage of the174

combined EGA/CGA solution is the enhanced computational overhead (about 50% in-175

crease in CPU-time). Another approach to improve model accuracy are regression schemes176

[e. g. Francis et al., 2006]. Fig. 1, 2a, and 2b indicate that the EGA errors are clearly cor-177

related with radiance intensity. Hence, we implemented a simple linear regression scheme178

and parameterized the radiance errors as functions of the EGA radiance intensities and179

constant radiometric offsets for each AIRS channel. This effectively removes the model180

bias and further corrects by means of optimized linear scaling factors. The relative errors181

are reduced to -0.2 to 0.4% in the 15 micron channels and -0.7 to 1.3% in the 4 micron182

channels (Fig. 2c and 2d). The remaining model errors are well below the AIRS noise.183

The computational overhead due to the regression is insignificant.184
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3.3. Temperature kernel functions

The temperature kernel functions indicate how the individual channels of the AIRS185

instrument respond to gravity waves or any other perturbation of the temperature profile.186

Temperature kernel functions are computed here by means of numerical perturbation, i. e.187

by determining the radiance difference between two forward calculations, where one tem-188

perature profile is perturbed by a triangular shape with 2 km baseline and 1K maximum189

centered on a given altitude. The results for mid-latitude atmospheric conditions and the190

nadir viewing direction are shown in Fig. 3a and 3b. There is only a weak dependence of191

the temperature kernel functions on the AIRS scan angle. However, the results depend192

on the atmospheric state due to the non-linearity of the forward model.193

Except for the strong CO2 Q branch at 667 to 670 cm−1 the 15 micron temperature194

kernel functions peak at 17 to 27 km and have a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of195

9 to 15 km. The 4 micron channels typically peak at 25 to 40 km and have a FWHM of 19 to196

28 km. The temperature kernel functions of the 15 micron channels depend on individual197

strong CO2 spectral lines. If a strong line is present in the channel it gets optically thick in198

the mid stratosphere. Otherwise, the temperature kernel functions peak lower down. In199

contrast, the AIRS spectral response functions for the 4 micron channels are broader and200

cover rather different monochromatic optical depths. This causes a vertical broadening of201

the kernel functions. The 4 micron channels provide less information about the vertical202

structure of the temperature profile, but are included in the retrieval since they help to203

reduce noise.204
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3.4. Response to wave perturbations

A study about the response of AIRS forward model simulations to various wave per-205

turbations of the temperature profile helps to identify the AIRS channels which are most206

suited to analyze stratospheric gravity waves. To derive the response of an individual207

AIRS channel to a wave perturbation of the background temperature profile the pertur-208

bation profile needs to be convolved with the temperature kernel function. Alternatively,209

the response can be calculated directly by differencing the simulated radiances for the210

perturbed and unperturbed temperature profile. The direct approach is more accurate in211

case of large perturbations (10K or more) because it does not rely on the linearity of the212

forward model and is used here. A comparison of both methods allows to infer the degree213

of non-linearity of the retrieval problem.214

Fig. 3c and 3d show the maximum response of the AIRS stratospheric channels to215

temperature wave perturbations with 1K amplitude for various vertical wavelengths. The216

maximum response was determined by varying the wave phase. The plots show relative217

response, i. e. radiance difference divided by intensity. Comparing the observed response218

to the AIRS noise (i. e. about 1% for the 15 micron channels and 1.5% for the 4 micron219

channels) shows that a 1K wave amplitude is close to the detection limit of most channels.220

The relative response is generally higher in the 4 micron channels and weaker in the 15221

micron channels due to the varying sensitivity of the Planck function to temperature222

changes in these spectral regions (see section 3.1).223

The response is practically zero below 10 km vertical wavelength, but increases rapidly224

for larger values. Vertical wavelengths below 10 km are smaller than the FWHM of all225

stratospheric temperature kernel functions. In this case the positive and negative pertur-226
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bations of the temperature profile and the corresponding radiance contributions cancel227

out. For intermediate wavelengths the contributions do not cancel out completely and228

some response will be observed. In general, the response increases more rapidly if the229

FWHM of the temperature kernel functions are small. The maximum response occurs230

when the vertical window defined by the temperature kernel function is entirely filled by231

one positive amplitude of the wave with a wavelength much longer than the FWHM.232

The interpretation of AIRS radiance perturbations in individual terms of temperature233

requires foreknowledge of the wave vertical wavelength. A temperature retrieval that234

optimally combines information from multiple radiance channels will give the vertical235

temperature structure, allowing direct determination of the vertical wavelength, as well236

as quantifying vertical resolution and retrieval error.237

4. Retrieval of Stratospheric Temperature Data

4.1. Channel selection

An optimized set of AIRS channels needs to be identified for the stratospheric temper-238

ature retrievals. Starting from a list containing all 4 and 15 micron temperature channels239

(649.62 to 681.993 cm−1 and 2299.8 to 2422.85 cm−1) first the channels which cannot be240

used due to detector failures or other instrument problems are removed. Next we remove241

channels that show significant radiance emissions of tropospheric clouds. The remaining242

channels are sorted in order to maximize the Shannon information content.243

The temperature kernel functions discussed in section 3.4 can be used to identify chan-244

nels which may be influenced by tropospheric clouds. Fig. 4 shows the tropospheric245

fraction of the area of the temperature kernel functions for various tropopause heights.246

To identify cloudy channels a specific threshold for tropospheric fraction of the kernel func-247
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tions and a maximum tropopause height need to be selected. The maximum tropopause248

height is set to 17.5 km, according to satellite observations [e. g. Wang et al., 1996; Spang249

et al., 2002]. The threshold for the maximum tropospheric fraction of the temperature250

kernel functions is set to a very low value of 1%, to ensure that radiance contributions of251

tropospheric clouds can be neglected compared with noise.252

After preselection, 78 AIRS channels remain suitable for the stratospheric temperature253

retrievals. These channels are sorted according to their contribution to Shannon infor-254

mation content. The Shannon information content measures the reduction of the entropy255

of the a posteriori probability density function compared with the a priori probability256

density function. It measures how uncertainty in knowledge about the state variables257

is reduced by the retrieval. This study closely follows the work of Rodgers [1998], von258

Clarmann and Echle [1998], and Dudhia et al. [2002]. We optimize only for mid-latitude259

atmospheric conditions, however tests with other atmospheric conditions do not show sig-260

nificant changes in the list of channels. Since the 4 micron channels need to be excluded261

for daytime retrievals (non-LTE effects), the 4 and 15 micron channels are optimized262

separately.263

The optimized lists of AIRS stratospheric temperature channels are shown in Tab. 1264

and 2. The tables list the centroid wavenumber ν̄ of the channels and the ratio H/Hmax265

of the accumulated Shannon information content versus total information content. The266

channels are sorted in order to maximize this quantity. The tables also indicate the267

growth in degrees of freedom for signal ∆ds which is obtained by adding each individual268

channel. The degrees of freedom for signal ds represent the number of altitude levels269

with independent information. While optimizing the Shannon information content means270
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to minimize the retrieval errors, optimizing the degrees of freedom for signal means to271

optimize the resolution of the retrievals. However, we can confirm the result of Rodgers272

[1998], that both approaches lead to nearly identical results. For reference, the tables also273

show the noise of the individual channels. In addition, the tables list the altitude zmax274

where the temperature kernel functions peak and their FWHM (see section 3.3).275

Since noise scales with 1/
√

n the growth of Shannon information content rapidly slows276

down with an increasing number n of radiance channels. Selecting only the first two277

channels from each list already provides more than 50% of the total Shannon information278

content. Selecting the top 7 out of 12 channels (15 micron) or top 23 out of 66 channels279

(4 micron) will provide more than 90% of the total information content. For the retrieval280

we select all 15 micron channels to obtain the best result for day-time conditions, but add281

only the first 23 of the 4 micron channels for night-time retrievals in order to reduce the282

the computational effort.283

4.2. Retrieval scheme

The retrieval of stratospheric temperature data from the AIRS radiance measure-284

ments presented in this paper is based on the optimal estimation approach [Rodgers ,285

1976, 1990, 2000]. The maximum a posteriori solution of the inverse problem, i. e. the286

‘optimal estimate’ of the temperature is found by minimizing the deviations between for-287

ward model simulations based on the current estimate of the state and actual radiance288

measurements, as well as minimizing the deviations between the estimate and an a priori289

state. Deviations are normalized by the measurement error covariance and the a priori290

covariance, respectively. Since the retrieval problem is moderately non-linear (on scales291
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above 10K), the Levenberg-Marquardt method is applied to iteratively find the minimum292

of the cost function.293

For the temperature retrievals presented in this work we use a 1D scheme, assuming a294

homogeneously stratified atmosphere. Retrievals cover the altitude range 10 to 70 km. The295

height grid provides a 3 km sampling below 60 km altitude and 5 km sampling up to 90 km296

altitude. The vertical sampling in the stratosphere is similar to the AIRS operational297

retrieval grid. While temperature will be retrieved, pressure is recomputed based on the298

assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium. For the hydrostatic build-up we chose a reference299

altitude of 30 km, because this altitude is best covered by measurement information in our300

retrieval setup. The pressure at this altitude is obtained by using the geopotential heights301

reported in the AIRS operational Level-2 data. The AIRS geopotential heights depend on302

the operational temperature data and surface pressure data obtained from meteorological303

analyses (NCEP GFS forecasts).304

In the measurement error covariance, only noise is taken into account, it being the305

dominating error term. Since noise is uncorrelated, the measurement error covariance306

matrix is diagonal. To initialize the full temperature a priori covariance matrix a first-307

order autoregressive model is applied [e. g. Rodgers , 2000]. The temperature standard308

deviation is set to 20K, which exceeds the climatological variability by a factor 2 to 5309

at 10 to 70 km altitude. We use high standard deviations to avoid over-constraining the310

retrievals. In the first-order autoregressive model the correlations decay exponentially311

with the vertical distance of the atmospheric levels. The vertical correlation length is an312

important tuning parameter for the retrieval as it controls the trade-off between retrieval313

error and vertical resolution. This will be illustrated in the next section.314
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Temperature data from the AIRS operational retrieval and from a measurement- and315

model-based climatology [Remedios et al., 2007] are used to define the a priori state for the316

retrieval. We only consider AIRS operational data whose quality is rated ‘good’ or ‘best’.317

On each altitude level data gaps are filled by distance-weighted next-neighbor averaging.318

Above the top boundary of the operational retrieval (about 65 km) a smooth transition319

to climatological data is achieved by linearly decreasing with altitude the temperature320

difference between the climatology and the operational data at the top boundary.321

One needs to be aware that correlated measurement data are used twice in the whole322

process. We use operational temperature data derived from the cloud-cleared radiances323

which in turn were derived from the calibrated Level-1B radiance data as the a priori and324

use the same Level-1B radiance data for the direct retrieval of stratospheric temperature325

at full horizontal resolution. This is theoretically inappropriate in the context of optimal326

estimation [Rodgers , 2000]. However, we still do so for practical reasons. The first reason327

is, the operational data most likely will provide a better temperature estimate than any328

climatology for the altitudes not covered by our analysis. Hence, the approach helps to329

reduce the retrieval errors due to uncertainties in top and bottom column data. The330

second reason is, since the a priori atmospheric state is used as the first guess for the331

iterative minimization, starting from a state most close to the final solution helps to332

reduce the number of iterations required to find the solution and to reduce computational333

effort. We will show in the following section that our retrieval results are nearly free of a334

priori information in the stratosphere.335
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4.3. Influence of a priori information

In order to determine the influence of a priori information on the retrieval results and336

to estimate the retrieval errors we study the diagnostics of idealized retrievals based on337

end-to-end tests. Using mid-latitude climatological data [Remedios et al., 2007], we first338

simulate AIRS measurements applying the forward model and then run retrievals on the339

simulated observations. Since we do not use use actual measurements and do not simulate340

measurement or parameter errors, the diagnostics presented here will not be obscured by341

any individual retrieval error.342

The study shows that the vertical correlation length cz used for the a priori covariance343

directly controls the trade-off between the vertical resolution of the observations (Fig. 5a)344

and the retrieval error due to noise (Fig. 5b). Noise can only be improved at the cost345

of reduced resolution and vice versa. We choose a vertical correlation length cz of 50 km346

to obtain a dataset which is best suited for gravity wave studies in terms of noise and347

resolution. For this value the resolution varies from 6.6 to 14.7 km while the noise is about348

1.4 to 2.1K at 20 to 60 km altitude. The areas of the averaging kernels indicate that the349

amount of a priori information is below 1 to 2% in the same altitude range (not shown).350

The amount of a priori information exceeds 10% below 15 km and above 65 km.351

Since the response of the retrieval towards wave-like disturbances of the temperature352

profile is generally more complex than indicated by the simple resolution estimates pre-353

sented in Fig. 5a, the response itself is shown in Fig. 6. There is no response to waves354

with vertical wavelengths below 9 km. For 15 km wavelength the disturbances are repro-355

duced but the amplitude is damped by a factor 2. For 24 km vertical wavelength and356

larger values the wave-like disturbances are reproduced nearly exactly. At altitudes above357
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50 to 60 km the retrieved wave structures show an increase in vertical wavelength due to358

decreasing vertical resolution.359

4.4. Error analysis

A retrieval error budget needs to be estimated for a complete characterization of the360

retrieval results. The error analysis presented here is based on the concept of lineariza-361

tion of the transfer function [Rodgers , 1990, 2000]. The transfer function describes the362

retrieval result as a function of the retrieval method, the forward model, the complete363

set of method and model parameters, and the true atmospheric state. The total retrieval364

error is composed of (1) the retrieval noise, (2) the forward model parameters errors, (3)365

the forward model errors, and (4) the smoothing error. By applying the transfer function366

concept, detailed error budgets for the AIRS temperature retrieval can be derived. The367

total retrieval error of the individual temperature data, including all statistical and sys-368

tematic components, is estimated 1.6 to 3.0K at 20 to 60 km altitude (Tab. 3). We will369

now discuss the individual components of the retrieval error budget in more detail.370

Noise is a main component of the total retrieval error. The retrieval noise is about 1.4371

to 2.1K within the altitude range where the retrieval provides reasonable results (20 to372

60 km). This noise error ist the most relevant error for gravity wave studies.373

The systematic errors increase from 0.6K at 20 km altitude to 2.1K at 60 km altitude.374

Compared to noise the systematic errors are less important for gravity wave studies, but375

need to be taken into account when comparing absolute values of temperature with other376

experiments. The dominating systematic error at upper altitudes is the top column error377

caused by uncertainty in temperature data above 60 to 70 km. The top column uncer-378

tainty is about 4K at 65 km (AIRS operational data) and increases to the climatological379
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uncertainty of about 25K at 90 km. This uncertainty causes a temperature retrieval er-380

ror of 1.6K at 50 to 60 km altitude. Second, based on an absolute radiometric accuracy381

of the AIRS measurements of about 12mW/(m2 sr cm−1) for the 15 micron temperature382

channels and 0.06mW/(m2 sr cm−1) for the 4 micron temperature channels [Pagano et al.,383

2003], we estimate a retrieval error of 0.4 to 0.6K. Third, a reference pressure uncertainty384

for the hydrostatic build-up of 5% (corresponding to 400m uncertainty of the geopotential385

heights) will cause a retrieval error of 0.3 to 0.9K. Fourth, a 5% uncertainty in the carbon386

dioxide spectroscopic data [Rothman et al., 2003] causes retrieval errors of 0.1 to 0.4K.387

Fifth, the carbon dioxide volume mixing ratio has an annual variability of about 3% and a388

growth rate of about 2 ppm/year [e. g. Aumann et al., 2005] which are neglected in in our389

setup. This leads to systematic retrieval errors of 0.1 to 0.2K. Finally, the approximated390

computation of the radiative transfer in the fast forward model causes retrieval errors of391

0.2 to 0.3K (compare Fig. 2 for the fast forward model errors).392

5. Temperature Measurements and Validation

5.1. Consistency of the retrieval with the measurements

The consistency of the retrieved measurements with the AIRS radiance observations is393

routinely tested to check that the non-linear retrievals do not converge against spurious394

minima. The retrieved measurements are calculated by applying the forward model on the395

retrieved temperature profiles. The radiance residuals are divided by the corresponding396

noise values of the AIRS channels.397

As an example, Fig. 7 shows a histogram of normalized radiance residuals from an398

individual AIRS granule discussed in more detail in section 5.5 of the paper. The plot399

also shows the standard normal distribution for comparison. The histogram indicates that400
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the AIRS noise is well characterized by a Gaussian distribution. There is no significant401

bias present in the residuals (the bias is about 0.03). The standard deviation of about402

0.88 indicates that noise is slightly overestimated. We analyzed the residual histograms403

of another 35 globally distributed AIRS granules and found similar results.404

A standard χ2-test is applied to determine significance [e. g. von Clarmann, 2006]. The405

χ2-test allows identification of abnormally poor fits, i. e. retrievals where the forward406

model simulations and radiance measurements are inconsistent with respect to measure-407

ment error (noise). The test used here is conservative because it neglects the fact that408

the retrieval covariance and measurement error covariance are correlated [Rodgers , 2000].409

However, a χ2-test based on the proper covariance is impractical due to the enhanced410

computational effort. The χ2-test shows that the retrieved measurements are consistent411

with the real AIRS measurements with Q-values larger than 99.9%.412

5.2. Consistency of the retrieval with the a priori data

For internal validation we check the consistency of the new temperature retrievals pre-413

sented in this study with the AIRS operational retrievals which are used as a priori in414

our analyses. For this purpose we directly compute the temperature differences between415

our retrieved profiles for each individual footprint and the corresponding operational re-416

sults based on the 3 × 3 combined AIRS footprints. The mean differences and standard417

deviations for a set of 35 globally distributed AIRS granules are shown in Fig. 8. The418

AIRS operational temperature retrievals are carefully validated [e. g. Fetzer et al., 2003;419

Divakarla et al., 2006; Tobin et al., 2006b]. Since our retrievals are nearly free of a priori420

information, the comparison allows to directly identify potential bias in the results. Fig.421

8 shows that the mean temperature difference between our results and the operational422
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data is -2.9 to 1.9K at 20 to 60 km altitude. These differences are in the order of the423

estimated systematic retrieval errors and we conclude that no significant bias are present.424

The standard deviation of the temperature differences are 2.2K to 5.8K in the same alti-425

tude range. Concerning the standard deviations, it must be taken into account that our426

retrievals better cover the atmospheric variability due to the enhanced horizontal reso-427

lution. Most of the selected AIRS granules have a high temperature variability due to428

strong gravity wave events (see section 5.4 and 5.5). A cross-check for a subset of granules429

with low atmospheric variability shows significantly lower bias and standard deviations.430

5.3. Comparison with ECMWF operational analyses

We utilize pressure and temperature information from European Centre for Medium-431

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational analyses (T511 grid, 0.5◦×0.5◦ horizon-432

tal resolution, 28 equidistant vertical levels in between 0–65 km) for a comparison. The433

ECMWF data are interpolated on the locations of the individual AIRS footprints and di-434

rectly compared with the new temperature retrievals presented in this study. The results435

are summarized in Fig. 8. The mean temperature differences between our retrievals and436

ECMWF are -3.0 to 3.5K at 20 to 60 km altitudes. The standard deviations are 2.5 to437

7.2K in the same vertical range. The AIRS operational results compare somewhat better438

to ECMWF analyses. The bias varies from -0.5 to 1.7K. The standard deviations are 1.2439

to 4.4K. As in the comparison with the a priori data it must be taken into account that440

the new retrievals presented here have a higher horizontal resolution and better cover the441

atmospheric variability. The horizontal resolution of the ECMWF data is similar to the442

AIRS operational retrievals. The vertical resolution of ECMWF data are generally better443

than the AIRS retrievals.444
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5.4. Comparison with HIRDLS satellite measurements

As described in the introduction, the primary motivation for our work is to retrieve the445

small-scale temperature fluctuations due to gravity waves that are missing or only poorly446

resolved in the AIRS operational retrievals. Here we compare gravity waves in our AIRS447

full-resolution retrievals to gravity waves observed at the same locations and similar times448

by the HIRDLS instrument that flies on the Aura satellite. Both AIRS and HIRDLS449

fly in the A-Train constellation of NASA satellites, so the two satellites, Aqua and Aura450

pass over the same geographic locations within minutes of each other. However, AIRS451

views in the nadir and near-nadir, while HIRDLS views the limb at an azimuth angle of452

46◦ from the satellite orbit track. The HIRDLS measurement track is therefore displaced453

geographically from the AIRS track on any given orbit by a distance approximating the454

spacing between orbits (∼ 24◦ of longitude). HIRDLS and AIRS therefore view the same455

geographic location at times separated by approximately 100 minutes.456

Gravity waves can have high frequencies and fast group velocities. The wave patterns457

can therefore change dramatically on time scales of 100 minutes. We focus here on com-458

parisons between AIRS an HIRDLS observations of mountain wave events. Mountain459

waves are stationary relative to the ground so their geographic location and phase struc-460

ture is more likely to remain constant in a 100-minute interval than waves from other461

sources. Mountain wave events may also last for large fractions of a day or several days462

at a time, whereas other sources, convection in particular, may change dramatically on463

time scales of minutes to hours. From HIRDLS measurements, we can obtain a vertical464

cross-section of wave temperature fluctuations along the measurement track [Alexander465

et al., 2008]. To compare our full-resolution AIRS retrievals to HIRDLS, we choose AIRS466
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swaths on adjacent orbits that cover the same geographic region where a mountain wave467

event is observed in HIRDLS, and we interpolate the AIRS 3-dimensional retrievals to468

locations along the HIRDLS measurement track. The AIRS retrievals are first interpo-469

lated to a log-pressure vertical grid (zp = 7 km · ln[1000 hPa/p]) for comparison to the470

HIRDLS measurements. Fig. 9 shows the plan view of the AIRS full resolution retrievals471

at zp =30 km and the HIRDLS measurement locations that intersect the AIRS swath. We472

focus on two days June 5-6, 2005 and select the nighttime overpasses.473

Fig. 10 and 11 show side-by-side comparisons of the HIRDLS measurements and the474

interpolated AIRS full-resolution retrieval minus the background temperature (defined as475

a function of latitude smoothed over ±5◦ latitude) as vertical cross-sections along the line476

forming the HIRDLS measurement track. The interpolation is two-dimensional bilinear477

in the horizontal and performed independently at each AIRS level. The comparison shows478

excellent agreement in the phase structure and amplitude of the mountain wave events479

observed in the HIRDLS and AIRS temperature retrievals. HIRDLS has much higher480

vertical resolution (1.2 km) than AIRS, but the vertical wavelength for these wave events481

is long enough to be clearly observed in both. Differences between the two are most482

prominent where the vertical wavelength observed by HIRDLS is shorter, for example483

at the higher altitudes between 55◦S and 50.5◦S latitude on June 6th. The figures also484

shows the interpolated vertical cross-section of the operational AIRS Level-2 retrieval for485

these two events again with the background temperature as defined above subtracted.486

The wave events are severely attenuated in the operational Level-2 data. Clearly our487

new full-resolution retrieval is far superior than the operational retrieval for gravity wave488

studies.489
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Fig. 12 shows vertical profiles from the AIRS temperature retrievals sampled at the490

location of the HIRDLS profiles on 6 June 2005 in the center of the mountain wave event.491

Adjacent profiles are offset by 20K for clarity. The coarser AIRS vertical resolution is492

very obvious in this format. Both the amplitudes and phase structures of the wave event493

are well matched in both data sets between ∼ 20 − 45 km where the AIRS resolution494

is best. The AIRS retrieval shows the effect of the loss of vertical resolution at the495

higher altitudes near 50 km that was previously illustrated with Fig. 5 and 6. For waves496

with vertical wavelengths of ∼ 20 km or longer, the AIRS retrieval shows very nearly497

identical wave structure as in the HIRDLS temperature profiles in the stratosphere. The498

AIRS retrievals conversely have much higher horizontal resolution than HIRDLS. The499

two measurement types, limb and nadir sounding, will therefore provide complimentary500

information since they cover distinctly different, but overlapping, regions of the vertical-501

horizontal wavelength parameter space filled by gravity waves. They therefore sample502

different portions of the wave intrinsic frequency spectrum as well. See Preusse et al.503

[2008] for a comparison of sampling capacities with other experiments.504

5.5. Observations of small-scale gravity waves

Due to the enhanced horizontal resolution the new temperature dataset presented here505

has a great potential for studies of small-scale stratospheric gravity waves. As an example,506

Fig. 13 shows a small-scale gravity wave event observed by AIRS on January 12, 2003,507

16:40 UTC near Darwin, Australia. Next to large waves fronts visible throughout the508

extent of the granule, the temperature perturbation maps show gravity waves induced509

by deep convection near 12 to 15◦S and 130 to 133◦E. These waves are best observed510

around 30 to 40 km altitude, but become less visible near 50 km altitude. Wave fronts are511
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propagating away from a localized source in eastward direction. The horizontal wavelength512

is about 100 km. Grimsdell et al. [2008] were able to show, that the waves observed here513

are indeed caused by deep convection.514

Comparing the retrieval results obtained in this study with results of the AIRS oper-515

ational retrieval scheme, it becomes clear that the loss in horizontal resolution due to516

the cloud-clearing process in the operational scheme is a clear drawback for gravity wave517

studies. Comparing the temperature residual maps for 42 km in Fig. 6b and 6c shows518

that the AIRS operational retrieval is not able to capture the small-scale gravity waves519

at all. Likewise, it also seems not to be able to capture the larger scale waves westward520

of the deep convection event. For another comparison we sampled data from ECMWF521

operational analyses on the AIRS measurement grid and derived temperature perturba-522

tions based on the sampled dataset. However, the ECMWF temperature perturbations523

found are below ±1.5K and cannot be reasonably compared to our results. Fig. 6b to524

6c indicate that our high-resolution data have indeed a much higher variability than the525

AIRS operational retrievals or ECMWF analyses (compare section 5.2 and 5.3).526

The small-scale wave structures found in our retrieval results are clearly present in the527

AIRS radiance measurements as indicated in Fig. 6a. This plot shows radiance perturba-528

tion in the 2356 cm−1 temperature channel. The weighting function of this channel peaks529

around 40 km (Tab. 2). The relative perturbations are in the order of 10 to 15%. A 1K530

temperature perturbation typically causes a 5% change in Planck radiance at 4micron.531

This leads to an estimate of 2 to 3K for the wave amplitudes, contradicting the retrieval532

results. However, it must be considered that the wave amplitudes get damped by the533

observational filter. Based on a vertical wavelength of about 30 km, the forward model534
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response study presented in section 3.4 shows that the radiance response to a 1K wave535

perturbation is about 1%. This leads to an estimate of 10 to 15K for the real wave536

amplitudes which agrees well with the retrieval results (Fig. 6b).537

6. Conclusions

AIRS radiance measurements are well-suited to retrieve three-dimensional high spatial538

resolution temperature fields in the stratosphere. We present a newly developed retrieval539

scheme based on a rapid radiative transfer model and an accompanying optimal estima-540

tion retrieval processor. The total error of the retrieved temperatures is 1.6 to 3.0K in541

the altitude range 20 to 60 km. The retrieval noise is the dominating error component.542

Retrieval results typically contain less than 1 to 2% a priori information. The vertical543

resolution of the observations is 7 to 15 km. The horizontal sampling is 14 × 18 km2
544

(across-track × along-track distance) in the nadir direction. First validation activities,545

i. e. checks of internal quality measures and comparisons with ECMWF operational anal-546

yses suggest that the retrieved temperature data are reliable and well suited for further547

scientific studies.548

The new data sets presented here have a great potential to study stratospheric gravity549

waves. This is illustrated by the presentation of AIRS observations of small-scale gravity550

waves induced by deep convection near Darwin, Australia on 12 January 2003 and a com-551

parison of AIRS and HIRDLS observations of a stationary mountain wave near southern552

South America on 5-6 June 2005. The wave structures found in our retrievals and the553

HIRDLS retrievals are virtually absent in the AIRS operational analysis. For waves with554

vertical wavelengths of ∼ 20 km or longer, our AIRS retrieval shows nearly identical wave555

structure as in the HIRDLS temperature profiles in the stratosphere. In addition, the556
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three-dimensional temperature fields from AIRS allow us to derive the horizontal orien-557

tation of the phase fronts which is an essential information to accurately derive gravity558

wave momentum flux.559
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Table 1. Optimized list of 15 micron stratospheric temperature channels.

ν̄ H/Hmax ∆ds noise zmax FWHM
[cm−1] [%] [nW/(cm2 sr cm−1)] [km] [km]

1 668.53 36.7 1.00 50 35 18
2 669.55 59.0 0.98 48 28 16
3 667.77 75.9 0.87 51 41 13
4 667.52 80.4 0.33 51 43 15
5 669.80 85.0 0.19 49 28 18
6 668.03 88.1 0.16 50 41 14
7 668.79 90.8 0.11 52 31 20
8 667.27 93.3 0.07 52 27 12
9 662.76 95.3 0.21 56 28 14
10 668.28 97.2 0.05 50 39 17
11 669.04 98.8 0.09 51 28 16
12 669.29 100.0 0.03 50 27 14
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Table 2. Optimized list of 4 micron stratospheric temperature channels.

ν̄ H/Hmax ∆ds noise zmax FWHM
[cm−1] [%] [nW/(cm2 sr cm−1)] [km] [km]

1 2356.35 35.6 1.00 0.15 41 22
2 2373.59 52.7 0.98 0.14 25 27
3 2335.63 61.6 0.78 0.18 41 25
4 2360.16 66.0 0.22 0.15 34 21
5 2348.77 69.2 0.09 0.15 26 29
6 2371.66 71.5 0.17 0.14 33 26
7 2359.21 73.6 0.10 0.15 38 21
8 2318.95 75.3 0.14 0.19 41 29
9 2336.56 77.0 0.04 0.22 41 25
10 2366.86 78.6 0.11 0.14 34 23
11 2323.56 80.1 0.17 0.19 41 25
12 2358.26 81.2 0.03 0.15 38 21
13 2369.74 82.3 0.09 0.15 41 26
14 2337.50 83.3 0.07 0.17 41 24
15 2372.63 84.3 0.01 0.14 27 27
16 2324.48 85.1 0.08 0.19 41 25
17 2357.30 86.0 0.04 0.15 34 22
18 2361.12 86.8 0.02 0.15 38 22
19 2334.70 87.5 0.02 0.18 41 25
20 2368.78 88.2 0.04 0.15 34 25
21 2319.87 88.8 0.02 0.19 41 28
22 2362.07 89.5 0.02 0.15 38 22
23 2363.03 90.1 0.02 0.15 34 22
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

65 2325.06 100.0 0.00 0.99 41 25
66 2321.99 100.0 0.00 0.99 41 26
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Table 3. Temperature retrieval errors for mid-latitude atmospheric conditions.

height total noise systematic top radiomet. reference spectro- carbon forward
range errora error errorsb column accuracy pressure scopy dioxide model
[km] [K] [K] [K] [K] [K] [K] [K] [K] [K]

60 – 70 6.6 3.6 5.5 5.3 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.4
50 – 60 3.0 2.1 2.1 1.6 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.3
40 – 50 1.9 1.6 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2
30 – 40 1.8 1.4 1.1 0.5 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.2
20 – 30 1.6 1.5 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2
10 – 20 3.1 2.9 1.1 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.4

aTotal error estimated as root mean square of noise and error systematic errors. bSystematic

errors estimated as root mean square of individual retrieval errors due to uncertainties in top

column data, radiometric calibration, reference pressure, spectroscopic data, carbon dioxide

abundance, and forward model calculations.
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a)

b)

Figure 1. JURASSIC forward model simulations for a) the 15 micron and b) the 4 micron

temperature channels of AIRS. Curves are for different atmospheric conditions [Remedios et al.,

2007], see legend in a).
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2. Comparison of JURASSIC and RFM simulations for a), c) the 15 micron and b),

d) the 4 micron temperature channels of AIRS. Symbols are for different atmospheric conditions

[Remedios et al., 2007], see legend in a). The black curves indicate the AIRS noise. Plots in a),

b) show the EGA errors. Plots in c), d) show the residuals after model errors have been corrected

by linear regression.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3. Upper row shows temperature kernel functions for a) the 15 micron and b) the 4

micron stratospheric temperature channels of AIRS. Lower row shows the maximum response

to 1K wave perturbations of the temperature profile in forward model calculations for c) the 15

micron and d) the 4 micron channels. All computations are based on mid-latitude atmospheric

conditions and the nadir viewing direction.
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a)

b)

Figure 4. Tropospheric fraction of the area of a) the 15 micron and b) the 4 micron temperature

kernel functions. Data are for mid-latitude atmospheric conditions. Colored curves are for

different tropopause altitudes (see legend). The black line indicates the 1% threshold used to

determine the cloud-free channels.
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a)

b)

Figure 5. Dependence of a) the vertical resolution of the temperature retrievals and b) the

retrieval errors due to noise on the vertical correlation length cz of the a priori covariance. The

correlation length cz = 50 km has been selected for the retrievals. All calculations are based on

mid-latitude atmospheric conditions.
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Figure 6. Response of the retrieval to wave-like disturbances of the temperature profile for

various vertical wavelengths λz. The dashed curves show the true temperature perturbations.

Solid colored curves are temperature perturbations obtained from retrieval results for different

vertical correlation lengths cz (see legend). The correlation length cz = 50 km has been selected

for the retrievals.
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Figure 7. Histogram of normalized radiance residuals between real AIRS measurements (obs)

and retrieved measurements (fit). The standard normal distribution is shown for comparison

(dotted). Plot title specifies the normalized residual squared sum χ2/m, the number of measure-

ments m, and the Q-value of the χ2-test. Analyses shown here cover a tropical AIRS granule

measured at 29◦S to 5◦S and 118◦E to 140◦E on January 12, 2003, 16:42 UTC. Other granules

show similar results.
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Figure 8. Comparison of temperature profiles for a set of 35 AIRS granules. Curves denote the

bias and error bars denote the standard deviations. The comparison covers the retrieval results

of this study (RET), the AIRS operational Level-2 retrievals or a priori (APR), and ECMWF

operational analyses (see legend).
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 9. AIRS temperature measurements at 30 km altitude obtained on a), b) June 5, 2005,

04:59 UTC and c), d) June 6, 2005, 05:41 UTC near South America. Shown are a), c) results of

the new retrieval scheme presented in this paper and b), d) results from the NASA operational

Level-2 retrieval. Black circles indicate the coincident HIRDLS measurement tracks used for

comparison.
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a) b) c)

Figure 10. Cross-sections of temperature perturbations derived from a) AIRS operational

retrievals, b) new AIRS retrievals presented in this study, and c) HIRDLS measurements on

June 5, 2005, 04:59 UTC near South America. See Fig. 9a for measurement locations.

a) b) c)

Figure 11. Cross-sections of temperature perturbations derived from a) AIRS operational

retrievals, b) new AIRS retrievals presented in this study, and c) HIRDLS measurements on

June 6, 2005, 05:41 UTC near South America. See Fig. 9c for measurement locations.
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a)

b)

Figure 12. Temperature vertical profiles from a) AIRS and b) HIRDLS retrievals. Profiles are

located in the center of the 6 June 2005 mountain wave event along the HIRDLS measurement

track shown in Fig. 9b. Adjacent temperature profiles are offset by 20K.
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a) b) c)

Figure 13. Small-scale gravity waves induced by deep convection as observed by AIRS on

January 12, 2003, 16:42 UTC near Darwin, Australia (white box). a) Radiance perturbations

for one of the 4 micron temperature channels. The gray scale covers a range of ±15%. b)

Temperature perturbations at 42 km altitude derived from the new retrievals presented in this

study. c) Corresponding results based on AIRS operational retrieval results. For temperature

perturbation plots the gray scale covers a range of ±12.5 K.
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